Sports marketing and social media

By Richard Grant and Marc Perman

In the old days, a sports celebrity could count on a lucrative contract for appearing in a television product endorsement ad. Broadcast networks enjoyed a reliable stream of advertising revenue from their clients. Television was the principal medium and it called the shots. But television has become old school. New media outlets such as Facebook and Twitter are hot, and products and brands are shifting their attention and advertising dollars to these new social media platforms. This is a boon for advertisers, as costs are lower and the celebrities and properties on which they rely are called upon to take on a greater role in promoting themselves — and thus the brands they represent — through social media channels. Call it the new media boom: fewer television advertising dollars spent by advertisers and greater emphasis on self-promotion.

But all great booms hang on the precipice of bust. The new media paradigm brings many hazards with it, as the risks of a “broadcast” misstep are numerous and the associated costs are significant. Tweet the wrong message and the whole world hears about it — instantly, before there is an opportunity for brand control. And if you are a brand that relies on the goodwill and credibility of the messenger, so goes your message. With this backdrop, what follows are ways that lawyers can help sports brands and sports properties mitigate the associated costs. Tweet the wrong message and the whole world hears about it — instantly, before there is an opportunity for brand control. And if you are a brand that relies on the goodwill and credibility of the messenger, so goes your message.

With proper management … consumers will find their favorite player's social media to be believable, honest and entertaining.

* A general standard of conduct, requiring the athlete to act in a manner that “will not be in contravention of public morals and conventions.” In the case of a league or other property, this standard can apply to key executives and other personnel who may be the face of the property.

* An obligation to act in a manner and to deal with the brand in a way that maintains and enhances the brand’s “positive image and reputation.”

* An obligation of the athlete or property to retract a statement that would trigger the morals clause with the brand having the right to craft the retraction. Although this provision may not be fully enforceable in all jurisdictions, it may serve as a reminder of the need to be cautious with public statements.

* “Non-detriment” and “non-denigration” provisions that prohibit the athlete or property from engaging in conduct or making statements that may “derogate, diminish or abrogate” the image of the brand.

Connection Versus Product Promotion. Some of the pitfalls in using social media stem from the tension between the personality employing social media to connect with fans and the brand using it for pure promotional purposes. Social media can be a powerful tool in helping celebrities and properties connect with the general population, and that connection is what can help give the celebrity and property value in product endorsement. At the same time, however, if the general public perceives that social media tools are simply promotional devices for a brand, the tools lose their effectiveness. As a result, it is important for brands to constantly re-evaluate how they are employing their promotions and how those promotions are being perceived by the public. Therefore, the contract should allow for some flexibility. The traditional advertising agency’s role should be supplemented by a social media agency, ideally working in conjunction with the celebrity or his or her designated representative. Each brand-related tweet needs to be balance by the celebrity's own, non-advertising messages. With proper management, the public will have greater trust in their motives and may be less inclined to attribute too much meaning to a glitch or error made by a spokesperson, and consumers will find their favorite player's social media to be believable, honest and entertaining.

With proper management … consumers will find their favorite player's social media to be believable, honest and entertaining.

Social media is a rapidly developing and powerful tool in brand promotion. Used properly, it can be a cost-effective marketing tool for brands. Caution and proactive approach will help minimize the hazards and risks of a misstep.
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